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VEGETATIVE FACTORS INFLUENCING THE GERMINATION
AND SURVIVAL OF DOUGLAS-FIR SEEDS AND SEEDLINGS

IN THE TILLJAMOOK BURN

Introduction

ur major fires (in 1933, 1939. 1945, and 1951) s pt

. portion of th. coast range of Northwestern Oreg

left devastated an area that had been covered by a Douglas.$ir

(Pseudatsuga rep*i,si (Mirb.) forest. This burned area

a. the Tillamook Burn. Much of this 350. 000 acres has been burned

two or more times. This succession of fires has left no sour

tural seed for th. bulk of the area. Therefore1 U this land is to

be r.forest.d, it will have to be don. by artificial means. Hand-

pJ.i,tivg of coniferous nursery stock and direct seeding, either by

helicopter or by hand operated seeders, are currently the principa

methods of reforestation in the Douglassfir region.

Planting has the following advantages: 1) it requires no

control of seed eaters to be successful; and 2) the most favorable

microsites ar. stocked with relatively large seedlings. The dis

advantages of planting are its expense end e1owues

In contrast, direct seeding is rapid and much less expensive.

Success of a direct seeding project however, Is dependent upon

efficient and effective control of seed-sating m*xnm&ls and
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favorable seed beds for seed germination and seedling survival.

Past surveys (14, p. 1 '.2) have ev*luated the apparent effects of

vegetation upon seed germination and seedling survival. The seed.

sating mammals. control measures employed are known to be less

than 100 p. effective, and further, the level of effectiveness

is known to have varied. An additional factor is that eed diaper.

sal patterns of helicopters in the rough terrain which cksracter'.

Laos the TU1*mOOk Burn are not uniform. The sults of these

*v.ye were based on data which could have been modified

these Inequalities. The project described herein was deal

evaluate the effects of vegetative cover upon seed germination

seedling survival When both seed distribution and seed.es

man"'e1 control were uniform.

Project Plan

vs cover on the portion of the Tiflamook

4 by this experiment vane, from very light on some micro'.'

The rugged terrain provides slopes

among which any given exposure and degree of dope may be found.

The field phase of this experiment was designed to compare. the

offsets of dW.r.nt cover intensitie, on the four major exposures.

I

rth. south, en and west, upon the germination of seeds sad



of Douglas'fir seedlings.

ratory phas. of the itudy, an investigation of the

effects of vegetative debris upon Douglas4ir seed germination

4 to supplemmnt fi.ld data.

was felt that the data collected during this project would

serve as a practical guide for reforestation work In the TiIlsnoc&

Burn areas with similAr soil and cover types, and,

in add*tlon, increase our knowledge of the ecology of Douglasifir

seedlings.

Description of Experimental Material and Apparatus

Ssed

Tb. seeds used in this study ware collected by the Investi'

r Marion Fork. (elevation 3400 feet *bovs mean ass

1) North Santiam LUver drainage in the fail of 1953. The

.4 at temperatures of from 85° 1. to 110° 1. The

seeds were extracted by band ai,4 cleaned on a Clipper fprk8ng

mill. The seed. were stored at 0° F, until the fail of 1954, when

they wer. further clannid with a South Dakota Blower (figures 1

and 2) untIl the cutting test1 indicated that the seed lOt was 98.25

1Four hundred seeds selected at random, were bisected along the
long a3ds and the condition of the embryo and end. sperm wets *.t.d.
The p.r cent of seed clas.Uied a."sound may be considered as an
estimation of the maximum 0 3 albIc germination per cent.



per cent sound. Six hundred seedS selected at random were uti.

Used for a germination test1. The results of this test showed the

seed lot to have a viability of 91 per cent. Such viability ii scrne

what above that (70 *5 per cent) of the majority of the l)ouglas.

fir seed employed In reforestation work and Is responsible for the

high field germination. This germinative vigor may also be

reflected In the extremely high per cent of germinants which were

established seedlings at the conclusion of this project. In 1956

the viability of this seed 1t dropped to *9 per Cent, but these

seed. still produced 50 per cent more seedlings ix the field than

did a lot of 3955 seed. which germInated 83 per cent In the

laboratory.

Seed-eating Mammal Exciosurea

Any investigation of coniferous tree seed germination and

survival conducted on the forest lands of the Pacific Northwest

must provide some means of protecting the seeds from the depre-

dations of the ubiquitous seed.eatlng mammals. The apparatus

1G.rrnlnation teat. This test is the most closely controlled, repro.
ducible trial of germinative vigor currently employed in cosiferous
seed testing work. A complete description of the procedures fol-
lowed may be found In Lavender and Engatromn, 'Viability of Douglas-
firSeedfromSquirrelCut Cone.,t p. 10 - 13.



Figure 1. South Dakota Blower. Machine developed for cleaning
agricultural seeds. Separates seeds on basis of density; the light,
blank seeds are trapped in cups at upper end of the tube while the
heavy, sound seeds remain in lower reservoir.

5
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Figure. Z. Movable head controls air stream in tube. A uniform
seed lot may be obtained by blowing small increments at identical
time and wind settings. Seeds employed in this project were
'blown" at a gate setting of 33 for 30 seconds.



employed in this study was very similar to that described by

Krauch (18, p. 1.2) and consisted of the following:

Galvanised iron ring. (figure 3) forced into the

til the .id c approximately l/4'inch above the

soil surface.

A hood of l/4.inch hardware cloth approximately

eight Inches high pigged down over the ring (figure 4).

This procedure ha. th. following advantages in field seed

research projects:

1. The iron ring is readily forCed into all except the

rockiest soils without the aid of special tools.

In previous years, the heavy rain, prevalent in the

winter washed many seeds through th. mesh of boxes

constructed entirely of hardware cloth. Although the

area Immediately adjacent to the iron ring is not the

most favorable for seedling growth, such seeds as arc

washed against the ring are at least apparent to the

investigator. Those seeds which were washed through

the mesh of the bøzes could be tallied only as

missing". Only a few of the cans were so badly

washed a. to render the data useless.



Figure 3. Diagram of iron ring used to protect seed spots.
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Meteorological Instruments

A number of tempera and moisture measuring device

Were Installed In the experimental area. Th. variation In

moisture and temperature due to nonuniform plant cover which

occurred In an area as small as seven and one haLf inches in diarn

ster made accurate measurement of th. meteorological factors of

the micro sits of each

data provided by the In

be regarded as the me

employed to

was possible

stars permitted the observ

dung impractical. For this rena

Lent a on each of the four slope a must

r the given slope and c

seedlings in any given seed spot may have experienced tempe

ture and moisture stresses more or less severe the data

obtained from the Instruments within the seed spot indicated.

Weksler 6-inch rnaxixrzum mercury thermometers were

easure soil surface temperatures. Inasmuch as it

the plots only once a week, these the rmom-

sustained by a given micro-sit,. Unfortunately, the expen

Instruments desigrsd to measure and record the duration of

maximum soil temperatures prohibited their use on this study.

During the winter and spring of 1956, Lowry, Research MeteoroZ

ogist, Oregon Forest Lands Research Center, and the auth

10

cord the t temperature

type. The



compared the temperatures recorded by these thermometers with

those obtained from thermocouples under varying conditions. The

data Indicate that the temperature. recorded bl the thermometers

were approximately 20 F. lower than those of the thermocouples.

Bacarach 7-day tempecribe s were usSd to record air

temperatures. These instruments were housed in shelters on the

north side of logs or stumps (figure 5).

Fiber gI.as soil moisture units containing the electrode

sandwich and 6-foot 1ad-in wires were installed at the surface of

the soil and at the 3 and 10-inch levels in accordance with the

manufacturer's instructions (4, p. 10-13). These units wore

'read' once a week with the Colman Soil Moisture Ohm meter.

xperlmental Area

Location of Area. The study plots were located In a

rectangular area, near the center of the Tlllaznook Burn, bounded

by Range LInes 5 and 9 West and by Township Lines I South

2 North, Wiliamette Baseline (45°30' North Latitude, 123°3

West Longtitude) (figure. 6 and?). The elevation of this

varies from 500 to 2800 feet above mean as The topog aphy

of the northern Oregon coast range is that of a dissected plateau

(5, p. 460). Therefore the physiography of ox?. t4 area



Figure 5. 'tTempscribeT installation on West Plot 8, May 27, 1955.



Figure 6. Black square marks location of experimental area.

Figure 7. Detail of the portion of the Tillamook Burn where
the study was carried out.

13



Oregon and Washington. The

experimental area) however, ha

Achlys triphylla
Agrostis exarata Trim
Aira caryopbyllea L.
Anaphalia margaritacea var.
occidentalis Greene
Anthrlscu vulgaris (L.) Pers.
Campanula Scouleri Hook.
Cerastium L. sp.
Chrysanthemum Leucanthemuin

L. var.
pinn*tifidum Lec. and Tm
Cirsium lancsolatum (L.) Scop.
Clintonia imiflora (Schult )lur4h.
C optic laciniata Gray.
Cornus canadenrnis L.
De .champ.ia Beauv. ip.
Disporum Smithii (Hook. ) PLper
Elyrnua L. ip.
Epiloblum angustifolium L.

ority of the Burn (including the

a much lighter vegetative cover

Vpnflja L.af
Western Bent-gra*.
Silvery Hair.grass

Pearly Eve riastin
Bur-chev ru
Scouler' $ Campanula

Ox-eyed Daisy
Common Thistle
One-flowered ClIntonla
Western (bold-thread
Dwarf Dogwood
Hair- grass
Large-flowered Fairy Bells
Rye-grass
Fire-weed

14

sa broad, flat ridges and sharp narrow valleys.

Vegetation. The west ci the Tillamook Burn has the

heavy brush and berbaceous cover typical of the fog belt zone of

similar to th. vegetation found in the Oregon Cascades at c mpar

able altitudes. The £ollowin plant species are found In the

experimental area.

ceous

d Perennial)

Scientific Name Common Name



Epilobium La. ip.
Fescue Myuros La.
Galium L. sp.
Gnaphalium La. sp.
H.i.raciurn albiliorum Hook.
Holcua lanatus La.
Hyp.ricum pexforatum La.
Hypochasris radtcata L.
Lotus corntculatus La.
Lotus rnlcranthua Benth.
Lotus etipularis Greene var.

subglaber Otti.
Lupinus ore ganus Hal.
Laupinus rivularis Doug!.
Lusula camp. stris (La.) DC. var.

,ultiflora (ehx.) Celak.
Luzula parviflora (hrh.) Dciv.
Mitsils ovalis Greene.
Oxalis or.gana Nutt.
Plantago major La.
PoaL. ip.
Prunsfla vulgaris La.
Rumex Aceto.ella La
Sanicula (Tourn) L. ap.
Scrophularia californica C. ind S.
Srnilacina racemosa (La.) Deaf.
Stachys rigid. Nutt.
Streptopus axnplextfolius (La.) DC
Taraxacum officinale La.
Trientalis latifolia Hook.
Vancouveria hexandra (Ho

Morr. & Dens
Verbascum Thapsus La.
Viola ap.
X.rophyUum tenax (Purab.) Nutt.

Ulowh.rb
Rat..tail Fescue
Beditraw
Cudweed
White-flowered Hawkwead
Velvet-grass
Common St. John's-Wart
Hairy Cat' s-sari
Birds-foot Trefoil
Small-flowe red Lotus
Thicket Lotus

Oregon Lupine
Riverbank Lupine
Common Wood. rush

Small-flowered Wood- rush
Oval-leaved Mitz,wo rt
Oregon Oxalis
Common Plantain
Bluegrass
Heal-all
Red or Sheep sorrel
Snake- root
California Figwort
False Solomon's Seal
Rigid Hedge Nettle
Large Twiated-st*lk
Dandelion
Broad-leaved Star-flower
Inside-out Flower

Mullein

Bear-grass

15

Scientific I Common Name



Scientific

Am.lancbier florida Lindi.

Arctostaphylos colunibiaaa Piper

Berberis nervosa Pur.h.
Gaultberla ShaUon Pursb.
Rubus parvillorus Nutt.

Bubus spectabilis Pursb

R.ubus vitifolius C. and 8.

Sambucus glauca Niztt.

Syrnpboricarpos mollis
VaccLuium parvifolium S

Field

Board of Fore

on areas selec

recorded for

No attempt ha

plot area COVE

Design

Common Name

We stern Se rviceberr'y

Hairy Mansanita
Longulsaved Oregon Grape
Selal
Thimble berry
Salmon Berry
Western Dewberry
Trailing Blackberry

Blue Elderberry
Creeping Snowberry
Red Huckleberry

It has been the practic. of the Oregon State

ry to conduct preplanting or pr.. seeding surveys

ted for reforestation projects. Among other data

ach survey plot is a description of th. plant cover.

16

Scientific N onimon Name

Pt. ridiurn aquilinum (L.) Kuhn. rn Brakefern
var. pubescens Undsrw.

tal Design and P cedure

been made to estimate accurately the pi * of

for two reasons: 1) the time
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and equipment nece to accurat y plant cover on 1/250..

acre plots would have been prohibitive; and 2) data so obtained

would Mv. been consolidated in large classes to provide a meaning-

ful number of samples In a class. Therefore the cover intensity In

the Tlllainook Burn has been estimated in three cover classes;

light, 0-33 per cent of the ground surface is covered by living

plant material (figure 8); medium, 33-66 p.r cent of the ground

surfac. is covered by living plant material (figure 9); and heavy,

66-100 per cent of th. ground surface is covered by living plant

material (figure 10).

This study was designed to determine th. effects of such

cover classes upon the germination and survival of Douglas-fir

seeds end seedlings. Accordingly, six areas of each cover type

were located for each major exposure. In most areas two or three

of the cover classes were located on a single hillside. For each

plicate of each type of cover a set of three seed spot

tailed as the sample unit. Each of the three received

of the following pre-seeding treatment

1. The term "seed spot" in this report Includes an aforedescribed
metal ring forced into the ground, 10 Douglas-fir seeds randomly
scattered over the surface of the soil within the ring, and a hood
pegged down over the ring.
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Figure 9. Typical medium'T cover. Photograph taken on South Plot 3, September 23, 1955
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Ground surface within the ring scraped bare. This

was a check or control seed spot. These spots are

hereinafter termed 'mineral'.

Neither living nor dead organic material 'ithin the

ring was disturbed prior to seeding. (This procedure

simulated seeding after leaf fall.) These seed spots

are hereinafter termed "undisturbed".

Dead organic material as removed prior to seed-

ing and replaced after seeding In a close approxi-

mation to the original arrangement. (This sub-

treatment simulated seeding before leaf fall.) These

seed spots are hereinafter termed "disturbed".

Thus the experimental design contained 4 exposures (NSEW); 3

covers (light, medium, and heavy); 3 pre-seeding treatments (minera

undisturbed, disturbed) combined factorially with 6 replications.

Laboratory phase. During the course of previous years'

studies on seeding with Douglas-fir the author bad noted examples

of germinated seeds which had been unable to force their radicles

through partially decayed leaves. A. Yoroleff. in published material

(16, p. 178) and in correspondence with the author1 indicates the

severe problem hardwood leaves present to satisfactory stocking

. A. 1orolef, Director of Woodlands Research, Pulp & Paper
Research Institute of Canada. Private correspondence. April, 1954.



of forest lands in eastern North America.

The laboratory phase of this experiment was designed to

determine if the physical impedance presented by layers of dead

organic rnateHal was sufficient to prevent successful germination

of Douglas-fir seed when other physical factors were favorable.

Accordingly 14 3 1/2x12x19-inch greenhouse flats were filled with

thoroughly mixed Hembre silt loam. This Tillamook Burn soil le in

the Brown Latosol great soil group and is a deep, friable siltloam

developed on weathered basalt,

The organic litter was arbitrarily divided into three

phyllea). Figu

Four seed I

layer of dead or

hardwood tQuercus oregoni, Acer circ

(Pt.ridwn aquilinum var. pubeecene); and grasses (Festuca Myuros.

Poa., Agrostis exorata Trin., Rolcus lanatue and Aira caryo-

Lnue rubra. Acer

of the soil was placed In these twelve flats. In addition, a second

layer was added to half the flats. Thus two flats were covered with

a single layer of organic materi*l of each of the three classes; and

two, with a double layer. The soil surface of the last two of the

fourteen flats was left bare to sorve as a control.

22

12, and 13 illustrate these thre type a.

s were provided to test each cover type. A

lal sufficient to just obscure the surface

ma crophyflum,. Rubus & Rubus spectabili.);fern
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Ldred seeds were spaced equally over the surface of 

each flat. Half the seeds were planted below the single 

half, on the single layer In each flat with only one layer of organic 

cover. Where two layers of organic cover were placed in a flat. 

one-third of the seeds planted on the sotl one-third, between 

the layers; and one-third, on both layers. Random selection was 

used to locate the various planting techniques within each flat. This 

procedure wa s followed to insure equal numi eds In all 

possible positions relative to the cover at the initiation of the study. 

The fl*ts were placed in steel pans which permitted watering 

from below once a week This procedure was followed to avoid dis- 

turbing the layers of cover during watering and to insure a uniform 

moisture in all the flats. 

Experimental Procedure 

Field Phase As stated previously, the field deal Lec 

six replications of every cover type and major exposure. 

time and equipment made It impossible to visit all the area. re- 

quired by this design every week to record meteorological data, 

therefore the field plots were divided into two classes: 1) non- 

Instrument plots; and 2) instrument plots. 

The majority of the plots had no soil leture or temperature 

registering devices. These plots were visiti on an average ox every 
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three weeks to a month. During each visit the condition of the living

seedlings was noted together with any germination or mortality

which might have occurred subsequent to the previous examination.

Temperature and soil otatur measuring equtpru In-

stalled at only one replicate for each major exposure. Four areas

each of which contained plots of light, medium, and heavy cover

were selected. Three soil moisture units were installed at each

seed spot, one at the soil surface, one at the three-inch level, and

one at the ten-inch level. In addition, one unit was Installed at the

soil surface immediately adjacent to each of two seed spots to pro-

vide a. means of measuring the effects of the iron rings on soil

moisture. The units were Installed In the fall of 1954 to allow ample

time for establishment of proper contact between the unite and

soil.

One maximum thermometer was placed on the soil surface

In each seed spot. In addition, one thermometer was placed on

soil surface immediately adjacent to each of two seed spota to pro-

vide a. means of measuring th. effects of the hardware cloth hoods

on the soil temperature. AU thermometers were placed so that the

plane of the soil surface bisected the thermometer bulb (figure 15).

These four areas were visited weekly from April 4th until the

termination of the field phase of the experiment in October of 1955.



.;.
Figure 15. Illustrates typical placement of thermometers.
lead to soil moisture block buried at the soil surface.

v ''
tçc ..E

Wires on righ: hand side of seed spot



WES 8 LIGHT DIS RBED
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Figure 16. Illustrates development of the seedlings which appear in
the preceding photograph. These seedlings were lifted and photo-
graphed in October 1955.



Data recorded on the weeky inspections included a description of

the seedlings together with readings of the soil unite and thermo

meters. In addition, the tempscribe installed on each exposure was

serviced every week.

On June l.t, the hoods on all the seed spots which contained

organic debris that bad been removed prior to seedIflg and then re-

placed were removed. Inasmuch as all the ed spots for each

cover class and exposure were placed in microsites as nearly

identical as postble. this procedure provided 12 pairs of screened

and unscreened seed spots to measure the effects of the hood on

imum soil temperatures and on eesdllng survivaL

Laboratory Phase The flats were inspected and watered

LcS a week from the date of seeding until this phase of the study

ni1nated on July 29, 1955. After planting the flats were

treated with t'fermate" to kill any of the following 'damping off"

fungi which may have been present: Fusarium R.hizOctOJti

solani, and Pythium Irregulare.

Germination counts were made with the aid of a string frame

divided into sixty small areas figure 17). This frame enabled the

Investigator to tally seedlings by rows and columns and provided

an accurate method cording germination in each row of each

flat. Unfortunately, the ecds were disturbed early in the course



Figure 17. String frame used to make germination counts.



by original position In respec

the following dates: April 12 April 25, May 2, May 9. May 16,

and June 23.

No attempt was mad. to control the growth of herbaceous

cover plants. A comparison of figures 18 & 19 will show the extent

living berbaceous cover developed during the course of th. study.

Early In August aU seedlings,

from each flat and tallied. Th. results of this final examination to.

gether with the results of the greenhouse examinations are shown

in figures 20 - 22.

of Data

Field Data

Tables 1 - 5 present a summary of the germination and sur.

vivai data for each factor studied during the course of this project.

It was felt that an arcsine transformation of the data would permit

a better analysis of the whole range of the data. However, when the

analysis of variance computed from the arcsine transformation was

compared with that prepared from c little differeness in

er. The counts were made on

lying and dead, were removed

corresponding "f" values were found to exist. Therefore othy the

33

of the study by air currents which a ;ed the 0 :over placed

on the seed flats. Therefore, it was not possible to tally germination





Figure 19. Same flat as that shown in figure 18, photograph taken June 29, 1955. Major herbaceous
species present include velvet grass, silver hair grass and sheep sorrel.
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Figure 20. "Singlet' and "Double" refer to the
layers of fern placed on the soil surface of the
seed flats.
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analysis based on count data is presented In the appendix of this

report.

Only the "exposure" treatment is significant. However, the

interactions are all significant. Therefore no statement as to favor-

able cover or seeding condition may be made for all exposures.

Laboratory Data

Clii. square analyses of the data presented in figures 20- 22

and table 6 indicate that the organic litter on the surface of the seed

flats significantly reduced the germination of Douglas-fir seed until

the latter part of June (or until about two months after initial germ-

Ination on mineral seed beds). Had this 0 ed under field con-

ditiona, it is entirely possible that this two month delay in germina-

tion would result in much greater mortalIty as the seedlings would

not have developed their root systems before the customary summer

drought. Although differences exist between the effects of the differ-

ent litter types and intensities, none are signifIcant.

Discussion

This experiment was designed primarily to compare the

germination and survival of Douglas-fir seeds and seedlings under

varying conditions of vegetative competition In the Tillamook Burn.

The following discussion of ecological observations made during the



(Abies p.) was greater under screen caps in California even when

the rodent population was low. Krauch, H. (19 p 585-88) noted that

39

course of the study is presented, therefo th the qualification

that these observations were made to provide additional information

on the ecology of Douglas-fir seedlings but were not the primary

purpose of the study.

Effect of Screen Hoods upon the Survival of Seedlings and upon Soil

Surface Temper*tures

Experience in other regions indicates that the use of screened

seed spots results in increased germination and survival of conifer-

ous seedlings. Schopmeyer, C. S. & Helmers, A. E (29 p 29-30)

found that the use of screens appeared to reduce the mortality of

seedling Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanni r Parry Engeim ).

ponderosa. pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougi ), and western white pine

(Pinus monticola Dougi ) in the northern Rocky mountains In the

same region, Miller, C. I. (22 p 7 33-34) found it necessary to

leave the screen caps over ponderosa pine and white pin $

for a year to prevent depredations by mice and other rodents.

FoweU H. A. & Schubert, 0. H. (6 p 3) sport that the germin

ation and survival of panderosa pine, sugar pine s lainbertiana

Dougl.), Jeffrey pin. (Pinus jeffreyi Grey et Baif.) and white fir
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newly germinated Douglas -fir se edlin eened seed spo

in Arizona were clipped by mice shortly aft emerging. The same

author (18 p 1,2) Indicate. that the screen reduces soil temperature

and mortality of the second year seedlings.

In spite of this uimoui evidence of the favorable effect of

seed caps upon the survival of coniferous seedling. Chit-square

tests of the data presented in figure 23 indk.ste that differences In

urviv&1 of seedlings in the screened and non-screened seed spots are

non-significant except for the following4 The survival of the seed-

lings which were alive on June 1 In the seed spots which were not

screened subsequent to that dat. was significantly greater than that

of simfiar seedlings in screened seed spots. Inasmuch as these .e4

spots were randomly selected, they should have been representative

of the conditions obtaiiIng over the entire experiment. No seedling

great four weeks old at the time the hoods were removed

and an exaini :in of the maximum temperature records for the

unscreened thermometers to June 1 shows that only on the

southerly exposure were temperatures recorded which mtht have

been lethal to young seedlings. And even bore, a maximum a. great

a. 120° F was recorded only once. Therefore it is safe to a

that, regardless of the modification of the physical conditions which

the hoods may have cree', they could have increased the survival
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of the seedlings on all except the southerly exposures only by pre-

venting animal damage.

Figure 24 presents the average weekly maximum temperatures

'hich were noted on the paired screened and unscreened thermo-

meters located in the plots with the soil surface scraped bare and In

the 12 pairs of plots described above. This chart clearly shows that

the screens do reduce the surface soil temperatures. This difference

is probably due, at least in part, to the compaction of the herbaceous

growth by the screen. Fowells & Arnold (7 p. 821-22) report that the

average maximum temperatures inside a cone of 4-mesh 20 gauge

hardware cloth 10 inches high and 10 inches in diameter average

12. 20 F less than comparable m*xima outside of the cone. This

difference v'as found to be highly significant by the Students T test.

Laboratory trials by the author showed that the hood reduced soil

temperature by 1 30 F when the true soil temperature reached 1770 F.

Effect of Soil Surface Temperatures

The problem of the effect of extreme temperatures upon the

tissues of plants has been the subject of numerous investigations

during the past century. The results of only a few studiea which

were directly concerned with Douglas-fir seedlings will be reviewed

here.



In California. 5aker (1 p 970) found that, under controlled

laboratory conditions, soil surface temperatures in excess of 151°F

were fatal to all Douglas-fir seedlings. His equipment included

containers of soil in which coniferoua seed1in bad germinated and

a radiant heat source. Temperature measurements within the seed-

Ungs and in the layer of dry sand which was spread over the moist

soil were mad. with thermocouples. He found that maximum temper-

atures within the sand exceeded those inside the seedlings by a

much as 170 F. The age of the treated seedlings is not given, how-.

evez the stems are described as being succulent. This condition

obtains with Douglas-fir until the seedlings are from eight to ten

weeks old.

In Colorado, Roeser (27 p 301-395) arranged Douglas-fir

(Rocky Mt. variety) through boles in a board so that the roots were

In water and then placed a 1/4th inch layer of heated sand on the

board and around the stem. of the seedling.. Five minute exposure

to sand at temperatures of from 146°F to 154° F was fatal to all

seedlings from faux to eleven weeks old.

In Washington, Isaac (11 p 570) observed that under natural

conditions sail temperatures of 125°F were Injurious and those of

137° F were fatal to Douglas -fir seedlings five to ten days old.

Resistance to heat Injury increased as seedlings grew older. Soil

43
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surface temperatures of 1470 F failed to damag. eleven week-old

seedlings.

Hunt Chilcote (0 p. 11) report Douglas-fir seedlings were

able to survive surface soil temperatures in excess of 1600 F during

the first growing season. And Clarkson (3 p. 10) states that the criti-

cal period for heat damage is during the first few weeks afte

germination.

The consensus of the investigators concerned with this problem

is that the lethal temperature varies with the moisture content and

the physical structure of the soil and with the size of the stem of the

coniferous eedUng and its age. Work with other species has shown

that, in general, the duration of exposure also affects the maximum

temperature a given plant can withstand, but this relationship has

not been determined for Douglas-fir.

In the study reported be the rrriomete r a were

arranged in the manner illustrated tn figure 15. Th. bulbs

placed so that they were bisected by the plane of the soil surface.

The soils in the experimental plots were light colored silt and clay

barns with very little humus.

Field examinations revealed no evidence that seedling mortal-

ity was due to heat damage. However, laboratory trials have shown

that heat damage may be exceptionally difficult to detect (even in the



laboratory where conditions for .xamination are ideal) especially

on seedlings which have been Jigatfied (i. e. more than eight to ten

weeks old). Thirty ten we.ku.old seedlings were subjected to 10 min-

ute exposures to air temperatures between 140 F and 1600 F.

Ninety per cent of these seedling, died but only four of the seedlings

showed any signs of beat damage on the stem prior to death. The

remaining seedlings appeared healthy for some time after exposure

but then gradually withered. After two months they bad the app.

anc of drought stricken seedlings. Evidence of positiv, heat damage

on all save the very youngest s

tect under field conditions es

is necessarily from one to thirty

ature. Figure 25 show, the relationship between total seedling

mortality by date and inn 41 temperatures recorded for each

date. Very little correlation between dat.. of ndnum temperature

and those of mortality may be seen. This may be due partially to the

aforementioned laboratory data which indicate that death may not

occur until several weeks subsequent to heat injury. The seedling

mortalIty In the Individual seed spots which were equipped with maxi-

mum ther ometere varied from 0 to 80 per cent. Th. average

maximum temperatures for the duration of the study varied from

00 F In one of th. seed spot. on the northern exposure to 1110 F' In

seed spots on the southerly and westerly exposures. When the

45

even more difficult to de-

the examination of 2eedllags

the period of high temper-
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for seedling survival In much of the Tillamook Burn.

Effect of Screen Hoods upon the Soil Moisture Content.

The data taken during I at

the soil within the seed spots to be d

outside the iron rings. Since these rings cannot

movement of soil moi their slight drying e

suit of the Impedance of the lateral movement of soil moisture. In

any event, the slight drying effect of the s.ed spots was not sufficiently

pronounced to affect the germination of the seeds. And since the

effect extended to a depth of only two Inch.., It I. believed that the

change in soil moisture produced by the seed spots had no effect

pan s.dling survival.

Effect of Soil Moisture upon Se Suz

teed spot. is plotted

sed spots, no

growing season of

spring, snd a cool.

a limiting factor

t tendency for

Immediately

the vertical

must be a re-
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Forester. in the P&cific Northwest hay, long known that soil

moisture La an Important factor in the survival of coniferous seedlings

on cut-over and burned-over forest land.. UnfOrtunately

rtaiity which occurred In the Idua:

the average maximum te

correlation is noted. It would api

1955, which was characteris.d by a cold,

relatively dry summer, soil temp. rature
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moisture is difficult, if not impossible to measure accurately in th

immediate micro-site of a. seedling when the moisture level

approaches the w1t point (i. e. 15 atmospheres or approximately ZO

per cent soil moisture in the Hernbre silt loam). The soil blocks

wore installed within the seed spot In the hope that the root. of the

germinating seedlings would grow In close proximity to the blocks.

Laboratory calibration demonstrated however, that soil moisture

could vary from 9 per cent to 33 per cent within a distance of 6

inches.

Figures 30 to 35 summarize the soil moisture data recorded

during the summer together with a summary of the seedling mortality

believed to be caused by drought In the seed spots equipped with soil

moisture blocks. These graph. show that soil moisture dropped below

the wilt point for only a abort period during the summer. Isaac (12

p 25) suggests that losses due to drought during periods when soil

moisture determinations indicate a moisture level above wilt t

may be due in part to variations of the soil moisture holding capacity

of the soil. The data presented in this report would appear to confirm

this hypothesis.

Although the graphs e correlation between periods

low soil moisture and seedling mortality in August and early Septem

ber, the failure of the instruments to provide data which can be

49
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MORTALITY ESTIMATED TO NAVE BEEN CAUSED BY DROUGHT

to.

5.

Figure 31.
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interpreted to define the causal factors seedling mortality

strongly indicates that such data may be obtained only thr igh

basic physiological research. Such laboratory and greenhouse

studie8 should provide the criteria to guide workers in the Pacific

Northwest in developing truly hardy strains of seedlings suitable

for reforesting the more severe sites.

Comparison of Weather During the Experimental Period with

Previous Years Weather in the Tillamook Burn

The data presented in figure 36 was recorded by the U. S.

Weather Bureau Station in Forest Grove. However, there is a

definite correlation betveen the daily maxima recorded there and

those obtained from the Oregon State Board of Forestry station in

the Tillamook Burn (figures 37 - 39). Since many more years of

data were available from the Forest Grove station, it vs decIded

to use these readings to establish the relationship of 1955 weather

with that of other years. Because heat-caused seedling mortality

is due primarily to the maximum te atures in a given area, the

weather in 1955 is compared v,ith that of previous years on the

basis of maximum daily temperatures. An exmination of the data

presented in figur.e 36 indicates that the year 1955't i one of the

coolest years of the past decade. The average maximum
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perature of April was nearly six degrees lower in 1955

was for the same period In 1954. This difference ii reflected In

germination dates of Douglas-fir seed. In 1954. consIderable

ger Ination occurred In Apri in 1955, inItial germination

was not noted until the first week In May. Al average

mdnium temperature, in 1955 were cooler then the mean for the

decade 1947 - 1956. the records for only three other years list

higher temperatures than those which occurred in September, 1955.

The highest temperature of the decade occurred in July. 1956

(1090 F). Observation. Were made of the effects of this extreme

temperature upon Douglas-fir seedlings during a similar study .nd

no sign. of heat damage were detected.

Bates and Rosier (2, p. 13) state ". IS

probably the momentary maximum temperature which deter

the degree of Injury. It is a1*o In agreement with re ed

In 1919, which showed that seedlings surviving one severe exposure

were In no danger from a repetition of the same thing.' U this be

true, the high temperi of Jun. and September of 1955 must

have produced as seve occurred during the

decade.

The period of May through the middle of September in 1955

was the second driest period In the decade. From July 28 untIl

56
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September 13, a period of 47 days, there was no measurable precipi.

titian in the burn. This was the longest period of drought in the

decade.

Effect of koot Development on Seedling Survive

During the last week of September, 1955 all the experimental

equipment was removed from the area (previous experience had

shown that any equipment left in the TIJiamook Burn area during

hunting season had been damaged or destroyed). Several of the seed

spots were very carefully dug and the washed off the seed-

ling roots. FIgures 41 44 Illustrate the root development of the

surviving and dead seedlings. Parker (24, p. 263) states tWhen,

however, the entire soil mass dries down to levels near the

ultimat. wilting point, th. root seems to become dormant or at

least to cease growth." Since all the dead seedlings succumbed

within a month of the date of the photograph, and since the entire

soil mass was extremely dry until the latter part of that period, it

would appear that th same in root development

between dead and surviving seedlings existed when the dead seed.

Ungs died. The pictures show the clear superIority of the root

systems of the surviving seedlings. The Importance of vigorou

root development to seedi rvival is further emphasised when



Figure 41. These seedlings were removed from a seed spot on a northerly exposure on
September 26, 1955. The seedling on the right was dead, and the others, alive on this date.



()

Figure 42. Seedlings were removed from a seed
1955. The two seedlings on the right were dead,
section paper in the background of figures 41-45

1

spot on a southerly exposure on September 26,
the others, alive when dug up. The cross
has four squares to the inch.



SOUTH 5 HEAVY MINERAL

Figure 43. Seedlings were removed from a seed spot on a southerly exposure on October 6, 1955.
Seedling on the right died during the second week in September, the remaining plants were alive
when they were dug up.



EAST 10 LIGHT DISTURBED

Figure 44. Seedlings removed from an easterly exposure on October 6, 1955. Seedling on right
died after September 1, the remaining seedlings were alive when dug up.



WEST 8 LIGHT MINERAL

Figure 45. Seedlings removed from a westerly exposure on October 6. The two seedlings
on the right died after September 1, the remainder were alive when excauvated,
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it is realised that the dead seedling. were not weaklings, but were

sufficiently vigorous to survive until the last part of th. growing

season. Thes. data are In agreement with that of the numerous

workers cIt.d by Parker (24, p. Z$Z 266

lb.. longest recorded rainless period In the Tillamoek

Burn occurred In August end September, it felt that th. surviving

seedling. demonstrated sufficient drought resistance to survive the

driest year In this area

AU the seedling, in each of the preceding five figures wire

removed horn the same seed spot, and all th. seedlings, living or

dead that wire found In a seed spot at the time of final ..'nlaatio*

appear In the photograph. Representative sed spots were dug up

on each slops, the only criterion for a seed spot's selection being

the presence of both living and dead seedlings., Th. dead seedlings

aU died subsequent so late August. Encept for this on, attribut

then, the seed spots photographed represent a random sampl, of

the whole sxpsrlzn.ntal opulatton.
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Effect of Gerir on Seedling Survival

The field observations of the effect of this factor must be

qualified by the following points

1) Moat of the plots wsre not checked frequently enough

to permit record g an accurate sequence of

germination (the first exaxninatton of a seed spot

usually fell in the middle of the germination period

for that seed spot). It was noted that, on the plots

checked weekly. Lull field germination was completed

in less than one month subsequent to the initial

germination in a given seed spot. In*smuch as oct

plot. wer. checked only once a month, the germina*.

tion was frequently completed before th cond check.

The seeds were randomly scattered over the surface

of the soil within the seed spots. Therefore, it i

ible that the germination date of a given seed

flect the influence of the micro-site rather

than the inherent vigor of the seed.

3) An earlier report (20, p. 14) stresses the importance

of rapid, early germination of seed to successful

ding projects. The data presented here ihould not

be construed as contradicting this belief, as this



xpertmental seed lot did demonstrate a vigorous

Nad the germinativ, vigor of the seeds

a, it is very probable that many more of th

seeds would have failed to germinate, and thus the

number of surviving seedlings would have been corres-

pondingly reduced.

rmlnation dates of the seedlings were compared on a

seed a an attempt to equalize the effects of the micro..

tb seedlings of seed spot "A" wire listed In order

dates and assigned appropriat, ranks. Those of

sd spot "B" were listed In order of their gerrrirtation. etc. The

for each øeedling was recorded and two summations

of the., resulting data were prepared: (1) for all the seed spots In

the experiment and (2) a second for all plots visited weekly.

The summation of data for the entire experiment shows the

earliest seedlings to have a surviv*l of 64 per cent the later gerrnii.

'vt., 67 per cent. A slightly larg.r difference is shown by th

totals of the instrument plots. Here the early germinants had a 53

p.r cent survival, while the later seedlings had a 61 p.

rvivai. Neither of these differences is significant at the five per

cent level.



Similar work conducted In the summer of 1956 showed a 61

itt survival of the early germinents and 49 per cent for the

erminants. A Chi.' square test shows this dWerence to be

Lcaflr significant.

Conclusions

follotng conclusions are the data and

*ii*lysee presented In this report.

On the portion of the Tlllaznook Burn which suppo

the degree and typ. of hsrbaceous cover described

earlier in this report (p. 12 14) the degree of herb.'

aceous plant cover does not affect th. germination of

Dougias.fir seeds nor the survival of the seedlings.

condition of the seed bed does not affect the

germination of Douglas*fir seed nor survival of the

Dougla.s..fir seedlings. l.a th. greenhouse. a single

layer of h.rbsce one cover was sufficient to retard seed

ge.rznination for two mouths. Such retardation was not

noted In the field. However, In general. there was

little organic litter present In the field plots.

Northerly exposures are more favorable to germination

and survival th are the southerly. The different seed



beds and cover types did

tive degre. of favorableness from one exposure to

r.

The majority e the mortality of seedlings In 1955

appears to be due to lack of moisture rather than

excessive beat. Inasmuch as 1955 was a dry but

relatively cool year, losses due to heat may be more

important in most years than the data indicate.

Date of gerrrthLtion did not sifect seedling survival.

The germination and survival of seedlings studied in

this project were much higher than similar figures

determined for seeding projects. This was probabi

due to three factors: 1) high quality, vigorous seed;

excellent seedeat1ng mammal control; and

relative in locating seedlings.
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Analysie of Variance

Source of Variation D. F.

Total
Exposure
Cover
Seeding Conditi
Exp x Cover
Exp x Seeding Cond.
Cover x Seeding CCad. 4
Exp x Cover x See4ng 12

Condition
Error

** Significant at 1% level.
* Significant at 5% level.

a. non significant

202
3
2

6

167

of Squares Mean Square Ta

1,212.97 404. 32 13,79 3. 91**
101.77 50. 88 173 3.05 fl,1
164.13 82. 06 2.80 3. OSn.s.

1,643.05 273. 9.34 2.92* *
1,478.45 246.41 8.40 2. 92$*

344.67 86. 17 2.94 2.40*
2,321.95 193.50 6.60 2. 29**

4,898.06 29. 33
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Table 3

Nwnber dUngs on West Exposure

Degree of Cover
ght Medium kleavy

103
150

69
36
44

Seedbed Condition
Mineral Disturbed UfldiStU?bOd Total

64 76 78 218
50 33 32 115

114 109 110 333
150 140 150 440

76 78 73 76
44 30 29 35
43 54 52 50

Gerrn4ints
Total Alive 64 88
Total Dead 40 38
Total 104 126

Total Possible 130 160
Gerininants
Germination Per Cei 80 79
Mortality Per Cent 38 30
No. of living
seedling./I0O seeds
placed

49 55



Table 4

Number of Seedlings on East Exposure

Degree of Covr
Light Medium Heavy

3e.dbed Condition
Mineral DIsturbed Undisturbed Total

Germb24.
TotalAlive 63 67 67 51 83 63 197
TotalDead 53 61 28 48 41 58 147
Total 121 128 95 99 124 121 344

Total Po8sible 170 180 140 150 170 170 490
Ge rmlnants
GerininationPerCent 71 71 68 66 73 71 70
Mortality 48 47 29 48 33 48 43
No. oflibg
se.dlings/100 seeds
p'aced

37 37 43 34 49 37 40
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Table

Number of Germinants in Greenhouse

5/25 6/23 8/17

314 321 344
216 332 444
108 308 370
10? 292 351
133 ** 399
191 Iii 403
186 326 403

$ Table lists total number of gernainanta recorded for each date. Total possible for each
cover type is 600.

** No count made on this date.

Date
Type of Cover 4/12 4/25 512 5/9 5/16

Mineral 187 228 292 302 308
Singl. fern 16 117 163 163 177
Doubis fern 0 19 49 65 75
Single grass 4 20 62 76 89
Double grass 5 35 83 101 113
Singl. broadleaf 48 92 147 158 171

Double broadleaf 17 58 114 142 148




